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Abstract:
Linguists classify the restriction methods into four sections: Restriction using negative and exceptions, restriction using "Inama", restriction using conjunctions "Bal, La, Lakin", restriction by preceding what must be delayed.
There is also a fifth section which doesn't have enough interest. It is called (restriction by references and contexts throughout the speech). The latter has three branches which are (restriction by adding interrupting pronoun), (restriction by defining both sides of contributing) and (restriction by preceding what has to be delayed).
This research has chosen the restriction by defining both sides of contributing the method of considering the affirmative "Alkhaber" with adding "Alalef WaLam" to highlight it. Initiating by explaining the nature and method of this method and ending by studying it rhetorical stylish referential study in the collection of poems "kossierazza".
This rhetorical study has divided the restriction's cases in defining both sides of contributing in the method of considering the affirmative "Alkhaber" with adding "Alalef WaLam" according to the multiple poetical contexts and analyzing it according to its interaction with the poetical purpose in a special way. And its interaction with the text's context as a whole initiating by the most repeated restrictions and ending by the less repeated.
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